


Find a portrait pic and copy and paste it into a 
new file in Illustrator
Lock the pic layer and add a new layer for your 
line work



Using your pen tool trace the outline around the 
head
use no fill and a black stroke



Use your selection tool and select the outline of 
the head
add a line style and give it a suitable pt weight (1 
or 2)



Now lets begin adding the feature of the face… eyes nose mouth, 
eyebrows.  Using the pen tool start creating lines that describe the 
features.  U can use just a line or create a shape of a like like I did below 
around the eye lid



To draw out small lines try the pencil tool 
just click and drag over the path you want the line 
to go



Toggle off the bellow image and make sure to 
smooth and mold the anchor points so that they 
look smooth and the lines look clean



Now lets add more lines to the face that describe 
more things to the face… like the bridge of the 
nose or laugh lines etc



Now that you have traced everything, toggle off 
the pic and see what lines are necessary
choose some lines to make thicker by changing 
the pt. and change the style of the lines



Create a new file now in photoshop



Now in illustrator copy just the line drawing
then paste it into the photoshop file u just made



Copy and paste the photo from illustrator 
and paste it into Photoshop too



Line the  photo up behind the line drawing in 
photoshop then lock both layers and add a layer 
in between



Using your poly lasso tool trace around the a 
shadowed area



Choose a shadow shade for your character



Choose the paint bucket tool and on the 
blank layer paint inside the selected area



Select another shadowed area and paint it in an 
appropriate value , but still in the same hue!



Continue select shapes of value and coloring them in..you 
don’t have to be as detailed in the amount of shapes of value 
like in our previous portrait project you can simplfy



As you paint u will find little gaps
u can do one of too things 
1) with a paint brush you can paint in the gaps with 100 hard edge and 100 opacity
2) or you can blends the colors to create a smooth appearance  with a lower 
opacity and soft edges



I choose to blend out my edges to create 
smoother transitions


